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Applying Sociocultural Theory to an Analysis of Learner
Discourse: Learner-Learner Collaborative Interaction in
the Zone of Proximal Development

Amy Snyder Ohta
University of Washington

SLA research in the tradition of sociocultural theory examines the dynamic
relationship between interaction and acquisition, exploring how language,
cognition, and culture are acquired through collaborative interaction. This paper
presents an analysis of teacher-fronted and pair interaction involving two learners of
Japanese in an intermediate language class, showing learner-learner collaborative
activity between two students of differing levels of proficiency to result in creative
interaction where scaffolding creates a positive environment for L2 acquisition.
Learner use of Japanese in pair work is strikingly different from that in teacher-
fronted practice, with learners becoming highly interactive and using the L2 for a
variety of purposes, including 1) hypothesis-testing through language play, 2) talk
about the here-and-now, 3) lexical experimentation, 4) modulating the pace of
interaction, 5) repair, 6) negotiating roles 7) managing tasks, and 8) humor.
Contribution of learner strengths and weaknesses results in refinement of both
learners' L2 use, with both students learning and progressing through collaborative
interaction in the zone ofproximal development (ZPD).

INTRODUCTION

This paper presents the results of a qualitative case study of teacher-fronted
and pair wOTk interaction involving two intermediate^ learners of J^anese,
investigating how L2 development is constituted by learners in these contexts.
Analysis reveals how collaborative interaction in a leamer-leamer role play task
results in increased accuracy in L2 use, and provides evidence that not only can a
learns with weaker L2 skiUs benefit by working with a more advanced learner,

but that the more advanced learner can also benefit from interaction with a learner
less proficient in the L2 as learner strengths are collabOTatively joined. These
results siq)port the importance of cooperative learning opportunities as piX)viding
a place for L2 acquisition for learners in the zc»e of proximal development
(ZPD).
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THEORETICAL ISSUES IN EXAMINING
LEARNER-LEARNER INTERACTION

Sociocultural Theory and SLA

Sociocultural theory (Vygotsky, 1978; Newman & Holzman, 1993;

Lantolf, 1994) provides a window into language acquisition that is useful in

considering the relationship between social interaction and language

development. Sociocultural thewy is radically different from other

psycholinguistic and SLA theories in that social settings and psycholinguistic

IM-ocesses are not considered to be separate phenomenon, but processes which

mutually constitute one another. For SLA researchers working within a

sociocultural theoretical frameworic, second language acquisition research

methodology is based upon the understanding that socialization and language

acquisition cannot be separated from the interactive linguistic contexts in which

they occur. Vygotskian psychologists Newman & Holzman (1993) have noted

the "contradictOTy nature" of language development which arises from the fact

that language development and interaction are interwoven into a single fabric of

human development

The contradictory nature of language develoixnent is that the process cf

becoming a language user—by and large, the process of participating in

societally determined fixed verbal intercourse . . .—occurs through the

child's manifest ability to make meaning, (p. 87-88)

For L2 learners as well, this relationship between acquisition and speaking

holds—^L2 develq)ment progresses through the process of social interaction

where the learner is an active participant in the meaning-making process through

which the learner acquires the L2.2 New research in SLA on language play

(Lantolf, 1995; Coughlan, this volume) supports the importance of participating

in meaning-making activity. For example, participation in conversation practice

has a greater impact on SLA processes as evidenced through subsequent language

play than do classroom drills, L2 reading, or studying grammar (Lantolf, 1995).

Previous Studies of Learner Interaction

The dominant theories of L2 acquisition do not acknowledge the constitutive

relationship between language development and social interaction, but view the

L2 which the learner encounters as input. Research done in this vein focuses

upon learner negotiation, which consists of linguistic and interactional

strategies learners have been shown to use to achieve nnxlified input that is

easier to understand. Negotiation strategies studied include clarification requests

and comprehension checks used by learners, and the resulting simplified input is
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posited to function as intake for acquisition of the L2 (Pica, 1994; Long, 1985;

Varonis & Gass, 1982). This view sees acquisition processes as linear—^input is

negotiated and becomes intake for SLA. Krashen's Input Hypothesis (1985)

argues that L2 acquisition takes place as learners comprehend input that is

slightly beyond their own level of development This work has inspired a series

of studies on input such as those cited above, which show that learners have

higher comprehension of input when they have the opportunity to interact with

the person providing that input. For example, when comparing comprehension

of unmodified input, input modified to be easier to understand (containing

redundancy and syntactic simplification, for example), and 'negotiated' input in

which the learner may freely interact with his or her interlocutor, comprel^nsion

has been shown to be highest under the 'negotiated input' condition (Pica, 1987;

Chaudron, 1983). In these studies, language is viewed as separate from its

sociocultural context, as a culturally and affectively neutral bearo- of

propositional content.^ While these studies do indicate the importance of

interaction in SLA, they tend to utilize experimental settings, with 'interaction'

being what occurs during completion of experimental tasks assigned by the

researcher, interaction is considered in terms of negotiation of input, and is seeai

as important because it facilitates comprehension of input (see Pica, 1994 for a

review of this research).

Recently, however, there has been growing interest in SLA circles in the

impact of peer interaction on classroom L2 acquisition, with studies being dcme

which compare leama language geno-ated by pair interactive tasks with that

occurring during teachCT-fronted activities (Pica & Doughty, 1986; Roberts,'*

1995; Deen, 1991). Through quantitative analyses of learner language. Pica &
Doughty, Roberts, and Deen find that language in leamCT-leama- interaction is

either more grammatical (Deen, 1991; Roberts, 1995) or less grammatical (Pica

& Doughty, 1986) than that in teacher-fronted activities. All three studies report

that learners have more opportunities both to speak and to negotiate in peer

interactive settings, and note that leamer-leamer interaction affwds more
opportunity for self- and other-correction than does teacher-fronted activity.

Qualitative analysis (Deen, 1991; Roberts, 1995) shows learners supporting each

other through COTrective feedback. This classroom research reveals the potential

of leamer-leamer interactive activity fcH- promoting L2 acquisition. However,

because language and interaction are not viewed as revealing learner cognitive

processes, this wcM-k does not investigate leamer language fw evidence of how
L2 development proceeds through and is constituted by meaning-making activity

(Hall & Brooks, 1995).

A Sociocultural Approach to Learner-Learner Interaction

Research in the tradition of sociocultural theory approaches leamer-leamo-

interacti(xi from a different perspective. When ^^lied to second language

acquisition, sociocultural theory reveals the richness of leamer language and
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provides a window into how language is acquired through collaborative

interacticm (Donato, 1988; 1994). Studies utilizing a sociocultural framewcxk

have examined cooperative learning (Slavin, 1984; 1991), an apjxoach to

learning believed to be beneficial to L2 acquisition (McGroarty, 1989; Bejarano,

1987; McGuire, 1992; MUleret, 1992; Freeman, 1993). Results reveal how
cooperative learning activities allow learners to incorporate their own cultural

and social identities into academic tasks in a way that supports the acquisition of

the L2 (Duran & Szymanski, 1993; 1995). When the framework of

sociocultural theory is utilized in research on L2 interaction, analysis moves
beyond iH-operties of individual learner language to examination of the creation of

context, construction of task, coordination of goals, affective variables, leamCT

cognition, and learner collabwation in cwder to better understand how learners

socially construct the shared understandings through which language is acquired

(Brooks & Donato, 1995; Duff & Coughlan, 1994; Lantolf, 1995). The present

paper is situated within this research paradigm, and contributes to our

understanding of classroom language learning fH^ocesses through its examinaticMi

of learner-learner interaction frcMn a sociocultural perspective, regarding social

interaction and SLA as mutually constituting one another, with language

development proceeding through an active process of L2 use for meaning-making

in interaction as learners suppcat each other collaboratively.

The Zone of Proximal Development in SLA

The zone of proximal development (Vygotsky, 1987; Newman & Holzman,

1993) is the interactively constituted socii and cognitive place where language

development occurs as learners participate in meaning-making activities with

others—where language leaming is a p-ocess of discovery-in-use. The ZPD as

defined by Vygotsky (1978) is

the difference betweai the child's developmental level as determined by

indq)endOTt problem solving and the higher level of potential

development as determined through problem solving under adult

guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers (p. 86).

While devek^jed to examine the cognitive development^ of children, the

conception of the ZPD is useful for analysis of SLA pTOcesses as well. For

SLA purposes, I would like to conceptualize the ZPD as the difference between

the L2 learner's developmental level as determined by independent language use,

and the higher level of potential development as determined by how language is

used in collaboration with a more capable interlocutcff. Considered from the

perspective of the ZPD, L2 leamer-leamer interaction is not simply a place for

negotiation of meaning, but (or collaborative construction of and engagement in

activities between novice and expert—these are the very activities which

constitute leaming. L2 acquisition takes place as the gap between what the
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learner can do alone and with assistance is filled through collaboration.

Researchers working with the ZPD have called this assistance scc^olding (Wood
eL al., 1976; Clay & Cazden, 1990; Rogoff & Gardner, 1984). Donato (1994),

has described how scaffolding takes place when learners do small-group

interactive planning tasks. In his analysis, the locus of scaffolding can not be
attributed to any one group member. Instead, the group of learners working
together create a collaborative scaffold as the learners contribute their strengths to

problem-solving activity.

Rather than analyzing learner language for evidence of negotiation of

propositional content, examining learner interacticm in the 2TD provides a richa

view of L2 development, allowing the researcher to examine what learners are

able to do with language and how language develqjment occurs in turn by turn

interaction. This view takes into account the importance of meaning making
output (Swain,1993; 1995) for L2 acquisition. Language acquisition cannot be
separated from the making of meaning which constitutes social interaction.

Opportunities fw learners to participate in leamCT-leamer interaction are

increasing in the L2 classroom, with teachers being encouraged to increase the

use of pair and group work in the classroom (Kramsch, 1987; Rivers, 1987;

Long & Porter, 1985). Group and pair work provide learners the opportunity to

engage in meaningful interaction, and to link L2 meanings to socisd context as

they are given the opportunity to create with language in given contexts. Unlike
NS-NNS^ interaction in which there is a clear expert,^ the roles of novice and

expert arc fluid and changing in learner-learner interaction as the learners

contribute their individual differences in matured and maturing skills.

Additionally, the learners' potential for accomplishments beyond their individual

abilities increases when their strengths are collaboratively joined.

Language Socialization Theory and L2 Development

Language Socialization Theory applies sociocultural theory and the notion

of activity (Leontiev 1981) in examining the cultural and linguistic development
of children, focusing upon the importance of expert-novice interaction as children

are socialized through language to become members of their communities (Ochs
& Schieffelin, 1984; 1986). While develq)ed to examine how children acquire

their LI, Language Socialization Theory has recently been applied to L2
classroom contexts as weU (Hall, 1995; Poole, 1992; Ohta, 1993; 1994; 1995a;

1995b). In first-language acquisition contexts, experts socialize novices to use

language to create culturally apiH^opriate meanings, with this socialization taking

place through the use of the language being acquired (Ochs & Schieffelin, 1984).
The novice is not a passive recipient of knowledge (Ochs, 1990), but an active

co-constructor of shared understandings in interaction with both cultural experts

and peers. Through the discursive jH-ocess of expert-novice interaction, novices

develq) sociocultural competence by establishing links between language and
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social context in turn by turn interaction, with the novice being guided through

the interaction itself into culturally apjM^opriate social norms of language use.

Like first language acquisition, SLA is embedded in richly social contexts of

human interaction. Research in the area of seccxid language acquisiticMi is

beginning to take social context and interactional goals into account when
examining L2 acquisition processes. However, the context of L2 acquisiti(xi

may differ drastic^y from that experienced by children acquiring their LI. When
SLA occurs in a classroom context, L2 learners have little opportunity for

interaction with target natives or near-natives in natural contexts (Hall, 1995;

Ohta, 1993; 1994), and are at risk of being socialized into interactive styles

in^IM-q)riate for communication within the L2 community. For example, in

classrooms learner participaticHi in interaction is often restricted to the 'response'

turn of the IRF* (Initiation/Response/FoUow-up) elicitation activity (Ohta,

1993; 1994; 1995a; Mehan, 1985). This pattern of interaction has little value in

preparing learners to interact in the real wwld, not only because learners are

limited to being 'responders,' but also because the question/answer style IRF-

dominated classroom discourse little resembles natural conversation (Hall, 1995;

Ohta, 1993; 1994; 1995a; 1995b). In addition, in the traditional teacher-fronted

classroom, classroom roles are defined by the teacher with learners generally

unable to use the L2 in ways they will need outside of the classroom—to

negotiate their own roles, manage their own activities, collabwate with others,

or to use their emerging language skills for conversation not structured by
teacher or textbook. In some Japanese classrooms learner language is rigidly

controlled with the goals of reducing learner errws and creating links between

language and social context (Jwdoi &. Noda, 1987; Roberts, 1995). However,

repcHts of inaeases in language play^ following conversation practice as

compared to controlled drills (Lantolf, 1995) jHovide evidence that rigid control

of learner language may not be as jHoductive for L2 acquisition as activities

where learners are freer to use the L2 for creative meaning making.

A STUDY OF SITUATED CLASSROOM INTERACTION

The purpose of the p-esent research is to learn mwe about how SLA occurs

through learner participation in intCTactive classroom contexts. Analysis erf

teacher-fixMited and pair work interaction in a natural classroom setting jHDvides

evidoKe of how pair wwk functions in the L2 acquisition of two learners.

Building on Donato (1994) who expands the notion of scaffolding to

collabwative learning in groups, this paper examines how scaffolding occurs in a

learner-learner pair, specifically inquiring as to how scaffolding might function

in pair activity between learners with differing levels of L2 jx-oficiency.

In classrooms where pair work is used, expert-novice roles are at first clearly

defined, as the teacher-expert sets up the pair activity, exercising control over the
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classroom interaction in a teacher-fronted setting. The teacher creates the context
and task design, and exercises a level of control over the ^propriateness of the
language being jMtxiiiced when the learners wotIc in pairs. Once pair work
actually begins, however, another set of classroom roles comes into being.
Within the individual pairs new roles must be co-constructed by the learners
themselves through language in tum-by-tum interaction, with the roles created
depending upon personalities and language proficiencies of the pair members as
well as any roles defined for use within the particular task. The teacher remains
in the role of teacher-expert, but the role changes subtly as the teacho" ceases to
be the allocator of turns, and gives a measure of control over to the learners.
The teacher takes on a new, supp(Mt role, moving about the classroom offering
assistance to pairs.

The Data

The present data consist of video and audio-recordings of a 100-minute
secaid-year university-level Japanese class at an urban American state university.
There were seven students enrolled in the course, with six present the day of data
collection. The video camera was positiwied to record learner interaction and
activity, with micrq)hones for audio recOTding attached to the video camera at the
front of the classroom and to Becky, a student volunteer. Clipping a
microi^one to Becky enabled collection of interaction during pair work. The
teacher taught her class as usual, and did not revise her planned activities or
methodology for the purposes of the research being conducted Pair work was
incorporated into classes on a daily basis, with learner pairings varying from day
to day, and swrietimes from activity to activity, with the result that each leama
had the opportunity to work with all other class members. On the date of data
collection, teacher was instructed to pair learners as she usually did. Prior to the
class, one learner indicated that due to the data collection process he did not want
to be paired with Becky. The teacher respected this learner's wish when she
formed pairs.

Analysis

Analysis focuses on an instructional sequence consisting of a pair role play
activity and the teacher-fronted activities which introduced and followed it (about
30 consecutive minutes of classroom activity). The activity was transcribed for
analysis with reference to audio recordings of data collected via Becky's
microphone as well as video recwdings of the entire class. The focus erf"

instruction during this sequence was the teaching of pwlite requests through
teacher-fronted and role play activities. Analysis focused on the role oi
scaffolding in classroom interaction, specifically looking at the following: 1)
how setting (teacher-finonted work or pair wcffk) and interlocutor (teacher or
another learner) impact learner language use; 2) the occurrence of peer
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scaffolding and its functions; 3) the function of Japanese used in pair work; 4)

how errws are handled; 5) the construction of novice-expert roles in learner-

learner interaction; and 6) any learner gains which might result from interaction

with a peer.

Analysis of the data focuses upon Becky (age 20) and Mark (age 27),

Becky's partner for the role play activity. The particular pairing of Becky and

Mark {MDvided the opportunity to examine how collatxxation and scaffoWing

function in an asymmetrical pairing of a learner with weaker language skills

(Mark) with a learner of higher L2 p-oficiency (Becky). Observations of Becky
and Mark's classes as well as interviews in J^janese between both learners and

the researcher^^ reveal that these two learners are very different in terms of what

they can do with Japanese. While Becky actively experiments with Japanese and

is able to exp-ess herself in the L2 at a level that might be expected from a

second year student, Mark's progress is slower. Having taken a year off between

first and second year J^anese, Mark struggles not only to put together

sentences, but even to recall basic lexical items. Becky expresses herself with

fluency, while Mark struggles with words.

Mark & Becky's Language Use in Teacher-Fronted vs. Pair Work
Settings

In the present data, the teacher is teaching learners how to make polite

requests using the humble verb itadaku in Japanese. Through creation of a

situation in which a student makes a request of a teacher, the teacher provides a

context fw learners to make connections between the word itadaku and the social

context it indexes: interaction with a person of higher status than the speaker.

The expression taught '/e-form verb + itadakitai n desu ga,' is formulaic in

nature, and works as an interactional routine. The teacher begins this portion oi

the lesson in teacher-frwited i^-eparation for pair woik during which she

introduces the target request, jwovides a context for using the language taught,

maps out the interaction and key phrases on the blackboard and p^ctices with the

class by asking questions to be answered using the target request. During this

phase, the teacher controls the allocation of turns as she asks Tanjoobi ni sensei

ni nani o shite itadakitai desu ka' (What would you like the teacher to do for you
fOT your birthday?). The teacher asks learners to think of what they might like.

In Uiis first excerpt below, she directs her questions to John and Mark. Hal,

another learner, actively offers his own ideas, prompting Mark to come up with

something.
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1) 1 T: John-san, Mark-san, nani ka arimasu ka?
John, Mark, do you have anything ((you'd like to have))?

2 M: Arimasu ka, arimasu ka? Chotto (.) ((scratching head))

Is there anything, is there anything? I'm not sure (.)

((scratching head))

3 T: Nani ka kangaete kudasai.

Please think of something.

4 H: ((to Mark)) Okane ga ii desu yo.

Money would be good.

5 T: Un.
Uhhuh

6 M: iie iie iie iie iie.

No no no no no

7 T: Nan demo ii desu yo.

Anything is okay.

8 H: Tokei? Tokei?
A watch? A watch?

9 T: Tokei?
A watch?

~> 10 M: Chocolate, ((word said in English))

11 T: Chokoreeio?
Chocolate?

-> 12 H: Chokoreeto. Chokoreeio o
Chocolate. Chocolate ((topic marker))

~> 13 M: Chokoreeto o ssss um o (.) okuri?// okuri?// okutte?//

Chocolate ssss um (.) send? send? send?^^

14 T: un. un. un.

uh huh. uh huh. uh huh.
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-> 15 M: okutte itadakitai n desu ga.

Would you send me? ^^

16 T: li desu yo. Wakarimashita. A'^ Mark-san, chokoreeto ga
suki desu ka?

Sure. I understand. Oh^Mark, you like chocolate?

17 M: Hai, suki desu.

Yes, I do.

During interaction with the teacher, Mark refers to the board (where the teachCT

has written a model of the target request) for help with the expression he is

formulating, and cwrectly makes a polite request of the teacher. Note Hal's

prompting of Mark in line 12, where he begins to construct a request using

'chocolate,' adding the topic marker 'o' needed to make such a request In line 13,

Mark picks up on Hal's prompting, and works to formulate the request. He also

comes up with the app"c^riate form of the verb okuru in line 13 on his third

repetition of the verb, with the encouragement of the teacher (line 14) who
accepts his first two (inccHiect) formulations. Mark's participaticm in teacher-

fronted practice is limited to these turns where he respcmds to initiations by the

teacher and Hal.

Becky's participation in teacher-fironted practice is even more limited than

Mark's. While Mark works to form a request with the help of the teacher and

Hall, Becky simply answers nandemo ii [anything is fine].

2) 1 T: Becky-san, nani ga ii desu ka?

So Becky, what would you like?

2 B: Nandemo ii desu.

Anything is okay.

3 T: ((laughing)) Nandemo ii? Onegai shite kudasai ne::. Hai.

((laughing)) Anything? Make a request please::. Okay.

Those of us who have been students in U.S. classrooms recognize Becky's

strategy as a safe response—this is part and parcel of U.S. classroom culture.

As indicated by the teacher's third-turn follow-up to Becky's response, what the

teacher really wants is Becky to make a request However, she does not guide

Becky to do so, and the exchange stops here. While the teacher has control of

the interaction through the allocation of turns, Becky exercises her own ccwitrol

of the situation through a short, safe response that is appx)priate to the

classroom culture and succeeds in deflecting teacher attention to another learner.

Becky completes her turn without any risk of error or embarrassment in front ci

the class, neither attempting to use the target structure nor trying to experiment
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with using Japanese. Both Mark and Becky's participation in teacher-fiDnted

work is confined to tlie response turn. Neither uses Japanese for any other

purpose than to respond to the teacher or Hal. However, they, handle the

teachCT-fronted portion of this activity very differently—Mark both comes up
with an item he'd like to ask for (excerpt 1, line 5), and works to formulaic the

approfHiate request targeted by the teachCT (lines 8-10), while Becky works to

avoid doing so.

After teacher-fronted question/answer work, the teacher sets up a role play

activity and provides a ccmtext for learners to use the target request form.

Learners are to play the role of 'teacher' and 'student,' with the 'student' politely

asking a favcH" of the 'teacher' who may comply or refuse. The learners use

exaggeration to create humorous content as they manipulate the culturally

J^)anese interactional routine which involves use of a humble form when
talking to a superior.

Both Becky and Mark's use of J^^anese in pair work is strikingly different

from that used in teacher-fronted practice. In contrast to the teacher-fronted QJh.
session shown in Excerpt 1 where Becky i^oduced very little language, giving

the safe answer nandemo ii [anything is fine], Becky becomes highly interactive

in the role play activity. No longer on display in front of the class or locked

into language production controlled by the teacher's allocation of turns, Becky
and her partner Mark actively use Japanese to both regulate and perform the

assigned task, injecting their own brand of humor as they go along. Even
though the teacher is present during the beginning of pair role play practice

befOTe moving on to another pair, the teacher's new role as supportive 'coach'

frees Becky to use much more language in this new ccMifiguration than she did

when on display in front of the class. Mark, whose participation was limited to

the response turn in teacher-fronted practice, uses J^)anese effectively for

regulatory functions (Unes 1, 3, 5), as Becky takes control of the interaction by
choosing her own role in line 6:

3a) 1 M: Suwatte kudasai.

Please sit down.

2 B: Hai. ((E adjusts chair)). Okay, ((looks at cameraman,
laughs)) My cameraman!
Okay. ((E adjusts chair)). Okay, ((looks at cameraman.
laughs)) My cameraman!

M: Doozo.
Go ahead.

B: Ano::.

Um::.
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5 M: (.) Hajimete.

(.) Start.

6 B: Hai. Seito. Watash-ano:
Okxiy. Student. I- uh:

7 M: Anata (wa seito desu)

You (are the student)

-> 8 B: Atarashii kuruina o kashite itadakitai desu ga. ((laughs))

/ would like you to lend me a new car. ((laughs))

Notice that rather than avoiding using the new language being taught as she did

during teacher-fronted practice, Becky chooses her own role in line 6, selecting

the more difficult role of 'student' whoe jyoduction of the target utterance is

required. And, the language which Becky succinctly avoided using by answering

nandemo ii in the first excerpt, she induces here in line 8. The contrast

between these two excepts suggests that the one-on-one environment with

another learner is quite different fw Becky than the teacher-fronted environment

where Becky must perform in front of others.^

^

While his participation was limited to the response turn in teacher-fronted

practice, in pair work Mark uses J^anese to regulate the activity, asking Becky
to sit down (line 1) and get started (lines 3 & 5) in Japanese. AftCT Becky selects

her own role for the role play (line 6), Mark confirms her role (line 7). In (xie-

on-one interaction with Becky, Mark uses Japanese for a practical purpose in

setting up the role play activity, without help from the teacher, blackboard, or

fellow learner.

Mark's Repair Initiation

In order to do the role play activity, Mark as 'teacher' has to undezstand what
Becky says and respond ^jproiMiately. He has difficulty und^'standing the woni

atarashii [new] in Becky's line 8 utterance (shown above in 3a and repeated below
in excerpt 3b), and checks his comprehension with a Next-Turn Repair Initiator

(NTRI) (Schegloff, Jefferson & Sacks 1977) in line 9 by saying ashita

[tomoTow], which he has cleariy confused with atarashii. Mark's NTRI has a

profound impact cm Becky's language. In line 10, Becky rephrases her utterance.

In her rephrasing she does not do a mere repetition, but also corrects a lexical

error, replacing kashite W&nS\ with katte [buy], and increases the syntactic

complexity of her request by adding 'n'^^ after 'itadaku,' a revision that makes her

request like the target requests modeled by the teacher. Marie shows his

understanding in line 11.
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3b) 8 B: Atarashii kunima o kashite itadakitai desu ga. ((laughs))
/ would like you to lend me a new car. ((laughs))

9 M: Ashita?
Tomorrow? ((note, similarity ofsound in the words
'atarashii' [new] and 'ashita' [tomorrow]))

-> 10 B: Atarashii kuruma o: katte itadaki-itadakitai n desu ga.
/ wou- would like you to buy me a new car.

11 M: Aa! Atara- atara^-
Oh! N- new-

While neither Becky's lexical error (using kashite instead of katte) nor her use of
a simplified structure (with 'n' deleted) were the trouble-sources for Mark, in ho-
repetition she changes both. Mark's NTRI results in a refined restatement by
Becky that is both grammatically more complex and corrects a lexical error, both
without any assistance from the teacher who is standing by. Becky actively
experiments with the language and corrects herself. In addition, her re-statement
results in Mark's comprehensicMi of the wwd atarashii, as he indicates in line 11.

Expert-Novice Roles in Excerpts 3a-c

While Becky is in the 'expert' role in her interaction with Mark, having
chosen her own role and taken the lead in this interaction after Mark prompts her
to begin 3a, so far, she is simultaneously still in the role of 'novice' under the
watchful eye of the teacher-expert who is standing by and listening to their pair
work. In excerpt 3c, after Becky self-COTrects her lexical eiTOT, in line 12 she
checks with the teacher to see if what she thought was an error was really wrong.
And, discovering that her corecticMi was accurate, Becky repeats the verb phrase
in line 14. Mark confirms his understanding of atarashii with another NTRI in

line IS , and in response Becky repeats her entire request once again with ease
and fluency.

3c) ~> 12 B: Kashite? Kashite deii?
Lend? Is 'lend' okay? ((note phonetic similarity between
'kashite' [lend] and 'katte' [buy]))

13 T: Katte.
Buy.

14 B: Katte? Katte itadakitai n desu ga.
Buy? I'd like you to buy.
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15 M: Atara- atarashii?

N-nev^?

16 B: Atarashii ku//ruma o katte itadakitai n desu ga,

I'd like you to buy me a new car.

Finally, Mark shows comprehension and responds to Becky's request in line 17.

3d) 17 M: Aa soo desu ka. Aa, sore wa chotto.

Oh, is that right. Well, that's a little . . . ((note: this

answer is an indirect refusal))

Excerpts 3(a-d) reveal a shifting of expert-novice roles between learners and

teacher. Mark takes the lead in the interaction initially by prompting Becky to

get started. Becky then chooses her own role, the more difficult role of 'student,'

and acts as expert, repeating her utterance for Mark, the novice who is having

difficulty understanding what she says. However, at the same time Becky acts as

expert, she is also still a novice who consults the teacher to confirm her lexical

choice.

Collaborative Learning in Pair Work

The data reveal that both Becky and Mark are able to learn and progress

through collaborative meaning-making activity in Japanese. Not only do we see

Becky, the learner with stronger language skills, assisting Mark by repeating

herself so he can understand her, but these data reveal that even though Mark's

skills are weaker than Becky's, Becky learns through working with him.

Collaborative pair work with Mark allows Becky to experiment with and refine

her own language use and play with the target utterance until she is able to say it

with fluency and ease. BoUi of these learners are learning within their zones of
proximal development in this mutually beneficial interaction. Marie, in his

difficulty in understanding Becky, produces NTRIs which result in Becky's use of

more refined, fluent language. Mark's successful use of NTRIs also aids in his

own understanding. Modifications in Becky's language as a result of Mark's

NTRIs, however, result in increased linguistic complexity, not simplicity. The
lexical adjustment made is also not one in the direction of simplicity, but is a

self-correction by Becky, and completely changes the meaning of the utterance.

The results of negotiation (Pica, 1987; Chaudron, 1983), therefore, are not as

clear-cut as previous research implies, but it is clear that Mark's NTRIs have an

important function both in engaging him in the activity and allowing Becky the

opportunity to correct herself and restate her utterance.
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Peer Scaffolding

While the notion of scaffolding is generally used when considering dyadic

interaction between a novice and a teacher or native speaks, peer interaction

between Becky and Mark results in a higher level of perfonnance than may have
been attained by either learner working alone. One way that this occurs is

through prompting and correcting of each other. In Maik and Becky's second

pass through the activity, Becky takes an active role in supporting Mark's
language production.

4) 1 B: Doozo
Go ahead.

2 M: Urn. Urn:::. Mmm:: Ah! (.) ((laughs))

3 B: Hai do::::zooo:! Hayaku!
Okay, go ahead pie::ase! Hurry!

4 M: Seko. Seko no. Seko no:: Seko no tokei ga:: (.) a::h

urn.

Seiko. A seiko. A seiko:: a seiko watch:: (.) a::h um.

-> 5 B: Ka::

6 M: Katte? itadakitai n desu ga?
Buy? I'd like you to buy?

7 B: Ha soo. li desu yo::.

Oh. Sure, that'sfine::.

Here, Mark takes the role of 'student,' jHXMnpted by Becky's 'doozo' in line 1

.

When he hesitates (One 2), Becky prompts him to hurry up in line 3. Mark
haltingly begins in line 4, managing to get out the object of the sentence, a
seiko watch, with false starts and repetitions. Becky helps Marie by giving him
the first syllable of the verb in line 5, 'ka'—she stretches out the vowel,
prompting Mark to continue. This help functions as scaffolding, assistance he
needs to participate in the activity. In line 6, Mark ijroduces the second half oi
the utterance. Becky shows acceptance of his utterance by accepting his request.

Another example of one learner iMX)viding scaffolding to another occurs in

Excerpt I, repeated in part below, where Hal not only prods Mark with his own
ideas of possible presents (lines 4 & 8), but also prompts him to make a request

by providing the objea and object marker (line 12) Mark needs to get the request

started.
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1) 1 T: John-san, Mark-san, nani ka arimasu ka?

John, Mark, do you have anything ((you'd like to have))?

2 M: Arimasu ka, arimasu ka? Chotto (.) ((scratching head))

Is there anything, is there anything? I'm not sure (.)

3 T: Nani ka kangaete kudasaL
Please think of something.

-> 4 H: ((to Mark)) Okane ga ii desu yo.

Money would be good.

5
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Peer Correction

In the ZPD, learners gain socially situated language competence through

collaborative joining of each others' strengths. The data show how this

collaboration draws upon the matured skills of each learner, regardless of each

learner's level of overall language development In other words, any j)ea- with

mature skills to contribute becomes an expert Even a peer who is weaker

overall is expert when his (x her strengths are contributed to help another learner.

Analysis of the data reveal that not only is Becky (who is more skilled in the L2
overall) able to provide scaffolding for Mark, but (as will be shown below) Mark

also aids Becky through explicit correction.

The following data are from the same pair work, but here we see Mark and

Becky between passes at the role play activity. After completion of a pass

through the role play, Becky begins to talk in Japanese about other things. In

the next excerpt (5a), she starts talking about what Mark is wearing. She uses

the wrong verb. In an NTRI in line 4, Mark repeats the verb (with rising

intonation) that Becky chose. Becky repeats her utterance, pointing to Mark's

vest and repeats the incwrect verb in line 5. Mark then provides her with the

correct verb in line 6, and she self-corrects in line 7.

5a) 1 B: Mark-san wa ano: besuto o (.)

Mark-san TP^^ urn: vest AC {.)

2 gee how do you say you're wearing a-^^

3 kitte! kitte imasu.

cut-! cutting.

4 M: Me? Kitte?

Me? Cut?

5 B: ((pointing to Mark's vest)) Besuto o kitte kitte kitte

imasu.

((pointing to Mark's vest)) You are cutting a vest.

~> 6 M: ((fingering own vest)) Kiteimasu?

((pointing to Mark's vest)) Wearing?

7 B: Kiteimasu. Kiteimasu. (.)

Wearing. Wearing. (.)

Mark recognizes Becky's pronunciation error and pM-ovides her with the correct

pronunciation in line 6, drawing upon his knowledge to help her. Through this

interaction it is especially clear that novice and expert are fluid conceptions that
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vary with the differing expertise of the participants as each peer contributes his

or her own strengths to the collaborative construction of the interaction (See also

Jacoby & Gonzales, 1991).

Becky also provides Mark with explicit errM" correction. Although he was
able to pronounce the verb itadakitai correctly both in teacher-finonted prdctict

prior to pair work (where he referred to the blackboard in excerpt 1) and in his

first attempt to do so during pair work (excerpt 4), the third time he plays the

role of 'student' he has difficulty. In Excerpt 6, he incorrectly conjugates

itadakitai in line 3, along with mispronouncing the J^)anese wOTd for 'ice

skating' in line 1 (the CTrors are underlined). Becky asks Mark to repeat (line 4),

a request that results in Marie's line 9 repetition of the grammatical error but in

self-correction of his pronunciation of 'ice skating.' Marie also changes the vat)

he was using, horn naosu [to repair] to oshieru [to teach]. It is not clear whether

this is a correction (note that naosu and oshieru share certain phonetic features

and that the noun aisu sukeeto refers to the activity of skating as well as to the

ice skates themselves) or a change. In line 10 Becky then fffovides Mark with

explicit ccHTection of the grammatical errw, and Mark corrects himself in line

11.

6) 1 M: Aisu Sukating?

Ice Skating?

2 B: Ice. Ohhai?
Ice. Oh uh-huh?

-> 3 M: Hai. (.) naoshite? (.) itadai n desu ga.

Yes. (.) repair? (.) would you repair?

-> 4 B: Moichido kudasai.

Again please?

5 M: Moichido kudasai?

Again please?

6 B: Watashi ((Cups hand behind ear)) (.) ano: (.) (yoku

wakarimasen).

/ don 't understand well

-> 7 M: Aisu skating. Aisu suke- ALsu sukeetQ//=^'^

Ice skating. Ice ska- Ice skate//

=

8 B: //aisu sukeeto

//aisu sukeeto
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9 M: =aisu sukeeto ga (.) urn (,) um (.) oshiete? itada- itadai n

6esw.ll

=lce-skating (.) uh (.) uh (.) I would like to receive your
teaching?

~> 10 B: //itadakitai n desu.

/// would like to receive.

--> 11 M: A^ itadakitai n desu ga?

Oh. I would like to receive?

12 B: Hai. So. li desu yo. Wakarimashita.

Yes. Right. Sure. I understand.

Similar to the function of Mark's earlier NTRI, Becky's request for repetition

results in Marie's self-correction of a lexical errw, as well as a change in lexical

choice. Becky then explicitly corrects the remaining grammatical error, aflCT

which Mark repeats the correct pronunciation of the misconjugated word. Note
also that we see Becky here repeating after Mark in line 8 (whwe she repeats

Mark's line 7 use of aisu sukeeto), prior to her correction. Repetition is a form
of language play posited to serve an important function in L2 acquisition, with

leamers repeating what is within their abiUty to acquire (Lantolf, 1995).

Peer Task Regulation: Deflning the Task

In pair work, the teacher cannot regulate the progress of all pairs

simultaneously, but generally monitors the leamers as they engage in their

activities. Different leamers may define tasks differently, and use language for

their own purposes within those tasks. For Becky, the assigned role play task is

easy. In Excerpt 5b, below (a continuation of 5a, with line-numbering

continuing to show consecutive development), Becky begins doing her own task,

the task she began in 5a, that is different from the task assigned by the teacher.^*

Through this interaction, we see that for Becky, pair work becomes an

opportunity for other forms of talking in J^anese. She uses J^janese to talk

about the here and now—what Maik is wearing (excerpt 5a) and the camCTa
operator (excerpt 5b, below). In both of these excerpts Becky is doing

something different than what has been explicitly assigned, playing with the

language in her talk about the classroom environment around her, and serving as

her own conversation partner (see Une 8), something perii^ more interesting

(and cleariy more challenging) to Becky than the assigned ta^ at hand. She does

this between passes of the assigned role play. This active use of J^anese for

experimentation is important for Becky's acquisition of the L2, as well as for

Mark, who through interaction with Becky has the q)portunity to converse in

Japanese for a natural, interactive purpose.
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5b)^^ 8 B: Ano: ((looks at the camera operator)) Kanda-san wa
tsukaa(.)te to omoimasu. Soo desu ne? Hai.

Um Mr. Kanda is tiring I think. He is. isn't he? Yes.

9 M: Hai?

Yes?

10 B: Tsuka- (.) tsukarete.^o

Tir- {.) tiring.

11 M: Tsukarete.

Tiring

12 B: Tsukarete to (.) tsukarete to omoimasu.
/ think he's (.) tiring.

13 M: (Oooks at Mr. Kanda. Nods))

14 E: ((laughing)) Ano (Qaughing)) tsumaranai (.)

tsumaranakute// (.) to omoimasu. ((laughing))

((laughing)) uh ((laughing)) He's bored (.) boring//, I

think.

15 M: ((laughs))

In this exceipt we again see Becky refining her language use in response to an

NTRI (by Mark) after which she corrects tsukaate Oine 8) to tsukarete (line 10).

Though Mark shows engagement in the conversatiwi Becky initiates (through

his NTRI, nodding, and eye contact), he takes on the role of managing the pair

work activity and gets Becky back onto the task assigned by the teacher in

excerpt 5c. He does this in Japanese. This is the second time he uses J^ianese

to get Becky to do the assigned task, having done this earlier at the beginning (rf

pair work (excerpt 3a). Notice how Mark's question and showing of his notes in

line 16 results in Becky's return to the assigned task in line 18:

5c) --> 16 M: Chotto matte kudasai. ((picks up notebook. Scratches

head. Lodes at page.)) Ano: ima:: (.) nani o shiteimasu

ka? Ima? ((shows notebook to Becky)).

One moment please. Uh, now what (.) are you/we doing?

Now?

17 B: Mm?? ((lowers voice)) Nani o shiteimasu. Nani-

Mm?? ((lowers voice)) What am I doing. What-
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--> 18 ((raises voice)) doozo! ((points to blackboard)) Ano (.)

watashi wa sensei desu.

((raises voice)) go ahead! ((points to blackboard)) Uh (.)

I'll be the teacher.

19
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unfamiliar tasks, they often rely on the LI to create common ground and develq)

strategies to perform the new task (see also Hall, this volume). However, as

learners gain expaience doing the similar sort of task, LI use decreases

dramatically. Becky and Mark's ability to manage the pair tasks, role

assignments, prompting, repair and conversaticmal bantering in Japanese without

using English is evidence of experiaice with learner-learner collaborative tasks,

as well as their increasing cOTnpetence in the L2. The only use of English we
see between Maik and Becky occurs when Becky tries to come up with a lexical

item in line 2 of excerpt 5a.

Performance After Pair Work

After pair work, the teacher retums the class to the teacher-finonted context

fOT pairs to perfwm fw the class. Mark and Becky are first asked to perform,

with Mark acting as 'teacher' and Becky as 'student.' Although he conjugated

itadaku correctly prior to the pair activity, and then both correctly and incorrectly

during the role play activity (first correctly, then incorrectly, and then correctly

again after correction from Becky) Mark makes the same and other errors wh^
p^orming in front of the class (errcK^ underlined):

7) --> 1 M: Hai. Becky-sensei. (.) Um (.) aisu sukeeto um::. Um.
Aisu-sukeeto ga (•) oshiete itivlflii desu ka?

Yes, Becky. Um, ice-skating, um::. Um. will you teach

me ice-skating?

2 B: Hai. iidesuyo. Wakarimashita.

Yes. That'sfine. I understand.

3 M: Hai doomo arigatoo gozaimashita.

Thank you very much.

4 B: Hai doo itashimashite.

You're welcome.

-> 5 T: Sukeeto o oshiete itadaikitai. Aisu sukeeto o::.

Would you teach me. Ice-skating::,

6 M: Aisu sukeeto o.

Ice skating:::.

T: Oshiete itadakitai n desu ga

Would you teach me.
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In line 5, the teacher explicitly conects the errors, prompting Mark to repeat

after her by providing the object 'aisu sukeeto' and its grammatical maimer 'o' in

line 5, the first words of the target request 'aisu sukeeto o oshiete itadaJdtai n
desu ga.'. Mark repeats after the teacher in line 6, and the teacho- provides the

rest of the sentence in line 7, which Mark does not repeat

Comparison of excerpt 7 with excerpt 6 shows Mark and Becky's

perfamance for the class to be strikingly diffwent than their interaction during

pair work. In excerpt 6 pair woik Maik uses rising intonation (line 1) to invite

Becky's participation as he woiics to construct the target request, in his excerpt 7
performance Mark immediately produces the request targeted. This may be a
result of previous rehearsal. However, Mark makes the same conjugation aror
in both excerpts, and differences between pair wwk and perfcmnance can be seen

in the different way these errors are handled in the two contexts. In exceipt 6
pair activity, after Mark's conjugation cttot Becky asks him to repeat (line 4),

and then explicitly cwrects him (line 10) when he makes the same error again
(Une 9). In excerpt 7 performance, however, Becky ignores Mark's error. ThCTe
are other differences between the two excerpts as well, including repetition by
both Becky (line 8) and Mark (line 5) in excerpt 6, with no repetition evident the

excerpt 7 performance. Overall, excerpt 6 and the other pair wwk excerpts show
a high level of interaction and include repetition, repair, and language play that

do not occur in perfamance where both Becky and Mark stick to their defined

role play turns. The excerpt 7 performance also includes a thanking routine that

is absent from their previous role plays. Mark's errors in conjugation of itadaku

and in particle selection (he uses ga rather than o both here and in excerpt 6) are

handled by the teacher through her prompts iox him to repeat after her.

The Role of Pair Work in Classroom L2 Acquisition

In Vygotskian psycholinguistics, social interaction and cognitive/linguistic

devel(^ment are in a dynamic relationship. Analysis of Becky and Mark's
intOBCticxi reveals that the guided social interaction occurring in collalxx^ve
leamer-leamer interaction allows these learners to creatively use J^janese for a
variety of purposes and allows more flexibility in language use than is evidenced

when learners are on display in fix)nt of their classmates whether in perfcamance
or when answedng questi(xis posed by the teacher. From a develq>mental
perspective, pair work clearly provides an environment which allows learners to

participate freely in using Japanese for their own purposes as they take part in

meaning-making activity which increases the salience of the language used.

Free from teacher allocation of turns and from the formality of perfMmance
in front of classmates, Becky and Mark are able to use J^)anese for a variety c^
authentic purposes in collaborative interaction. The present data show that while
working on the target structure, the pair work context allows Mark and Becky
the flexibility 1) to work on the assigned role-play activity; 2) to express humor;
3) lo actively test hypotheses through language play; 4) to cwiverse in J^)anese
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about the here-and-now; 5) to experiment with lexical choice; 6) to use Japanese
fcx* conversational management including modulation of the pace of the
interaction, repair, and role negotiation; 7) to use the L2 for regulatory functions
(task management); and 8) to have a learning experience that allows each learner
to work on their own tasks in the L2 while engaged in meaningful interaction.
This use of Japanese for a wide variety of language functions does not occur in
teacher-fix)nted jM-actice which tends to restrict language use to the nanx>w
confines of the role play, and learner participation to the respwise turn. Clearly
pair work allows these learners to use Japanese for meaning-making activity
both within and beyond the context of the assigned role play task.

Learners also develq) in the ZPD through the opportunity to use both
matured and maturing language—^Mark is not yet able to correctly conjugate
itadaku , but moves toward this through use of itadaku in interaction with Becky
(and through participation as interlocutOT when Becky uses it). Both woik
productively on the assigned task, and Becky in addition, having defined the task
differently, works to express herself in J^)anese and talk about what she sees
happening around her in the classroom. In this language play we see Becky
experimenting with the /e-form of veibs and adjectives (Excerpt 5b), actively
testing hypotheses in working to figure out how to fit this grammatical form
into an ^];x-c^riate context through her involvement in meaning-making
activity. While her uses of the te-iorm. dK not target-like, this language play
reveals how the pair work context allows active experimentation with the
language through which the learner can questicxi how language is used. That
learners have the opportunity to experiment with the language in a comfortable
environment is a necessary component of L2 acquisition, which, while ccxnmon
in naturalistic learning settings, may be restricted in L2 classrooms. As
evidaiced by Becky's experimentatiwi with the lexical items katte [buy] and
kashite [lend] in excepts 3b and 3c, experimentation allows the learner to
generate questions about language use, as seen when Becky checks with the
teacher to see which word is appropriate for the given context

The data reveal that Maik and Becky are using Japanese to devdq) increased
L2 competence in the ZPD through their collaboration, and that they actively
contribute their strengths to help one another. While both Becky and Maik
make mistakes, we do not see evidence that they pick up one another's errors,

but that working together helps them to reach a higher level of accuracy and
communicative competence. Analysis reveals how in pair woik learner expCTtise
emerges in two ways which are absent or less evident in teacher-fiponted wwk or
learner perfamance in front of the class. First, pea* interaction allows learners

to share their strengths through scaffolding as learners explicitly help one
another through prompting and error correctiwi. In pair work, the roles of expert
and novice are not fixed (Jacoby & Gonzales, 1991). Rather, peer interacticxi

allows these leamCTS to act as both expert and novice, constructing their roles

through the varying levels of expertise they contribute to the interaction.

Secondly, pea* int^^ction ixx>vides learners with the opportunity to J^ply their
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developing competence to their own language use through self-correction and

refinement of their own utterances. Both Becky and Maik help each other

through explicit cwrection and repetition requests ot NTRIs. Becky, in addition,

provides Mark with assistance through prompting. Mark's clarification requests

work not only to modulate the pace of interaction and increase his own
opportunities to hear Japanese, but dso provide Becky the q)portunity to reflect

upon her own language use as evidenced by Becky's refinement of her utterances.

In the same way, Becky's requests for repetition ^ow Mark to refine and axiect

his own language. Each effectively serves as interlocutor and 'audience' for the

other, a function whose importance cannot be denied when we realize that what
we are working to prepare learners to do is to interact with others in the L2.

The analysis presented here, while providing data from only one learner pair,

provides evidoice that collaborative leamer-leamer interaction is a place where
important L2 acquisition processes occur. There is nothing remarkable about

Becky and Mark. They are two ordinary learners in an oxlinary foreign language
classroom. What this study reveals is how wdinary learners in a guided pair

woric intCTactive context move forward in their acquisition of the L2, sharing

their strengths through the iM"Ocess of collaborative learning in the ZPD. Mcwe
research is needed to better understand these processes. In addition, further

analysis of classroom collaborative interaction in a variety of L2 classroom

settings is needed to better understand how learner collaboration can be
productively stimulated in L2 classrooms.

NOTES

Students in their second year of Japanese language study at the university level enrolled in

Intermediate Japanese.'

While this "contradictory nature of language development" may seem to be circular to those
accustomed to traditional Western scientific paradigms, the power of Vygotsky's theory lies in its

elimination of discrete duahstic dichotomies. See Newman & Hcdzman (1993) for an extended
discussion of die limitations of duahstic scientific paradigms.

See Donato 1994 for a critique of this view.

In Roberts (1995) the leamer-leamer task is a two-way communicative pair-work task

conducted outside of the classroom since pair and group work were not a part of the curriculum of
the program where he collected data.

For Vygotsky, cognitive development and linguistic development are a unitary f^enomenon.
^ NS=Nativc Speaker NNS=Nonnative Speaker

Recall that in the ZPD learner's (novice's) interaction with adults or more able peers (experts)
enables them to do that which they could not do unaided.
o
The FoUow-up turn is defined by its sequential location and function as a second pair-part to the

respcmse turn and as the third turn of the 3-tum elicitaticm activity. Fdlow-up rather than
Evaluation is used to describe this turn (IRF rather than IRE) since it may contain a wide variety of
follow-up utterances, not only those which are evaluative (Sinclair & Coulthard 1975, Ohta 1993).

Lantdfs review of the literature shows that language play invcdves learner manipulation of
linguistic patterns of the L2, for examcde, verb paradigms, revealing leamer focus on linguistic

lOnn. It is interesting that previous stuoies of language ^ay indicate that this focus on forai by LI
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and L2 learners is stimulated by meaningful interaction. See Lantolf (1995) and the references
cited therein.

Interviews in Japanese, observation of their class, and the experience of the researcher
teaching Becky and Mark in previous courses show Becky to more proficient in Japanese than
Mark.

^ ^ Mark does not repeat the same grammatical form 'send' three times, but changes the form from
'okuri' to '(^nitte.' 'CNcutte' is the correct form for this particular context

^^ The object 'chocolate' is not ellipted, but is stated in line 13 fc^owed by the accusative marker
'o.' English glosses do not accurately capture the Japanese Mark is using, which is constructed
correctly: "Chokoreeto o okutte itadakitai n desu ga " means "I request that you send me some
chocolate".

^^ As evidenced by the dramatic difference in Becky's participation, participating in an activity in

front of the class (where she is acting as herself and is on display) and with a partner (where she is

playing the role of a student and does not have a large audience) constitute completely different
activities for Becky (Duff & Coughlan 1994).

The addition of b' transforms the utterance from a simfde sentence to one containing an
embedded clause.

' TP=topic marker (wa). AC=accusative (object) maiker (o).

Becky says this in English.
17

The equal sign (=) is used to indicate that the speaker continues the turn without pause

See E>u£f & Coughlan (1994) for an analysis of how seemingly identical tasks may in actuality

be different activities for different participants.

Rather than numbering this consecutively as excerpt 7,' this excerpt has been numbered "Sb'

because the portion of interaction transcribed here is an uninterrupted continuation of Mark and
Becky's interaction shown in excerpt 5a. In the same way, excerpt 5c fcdlows immediately after

5b.

^ Tsukarete (lines 8 (where it is pronounced incorrectly), 10, 11, 12) and tsumaranakute (line 14)
are difficult to translate here. Tsukarete and tsumaranakute are die re-forms of tsukareru and
tsumaranai, respectively. While these are correct te-ioims, they are both used in error, as the re-

form of a veib or adjective carmot used with to omoimasu. However, Becky's utterances are
comprehensible. Repeated use of the re-form is another example of Becky's language play.

Repetiti(» is not orJy a feature d discourse with interactional imf^cations (Tannen 1989), but is a
feature d language play (Lantolf 1995) that has an important cognitive fimcticHi in both LI and L2
acquisition (Johnstone 1987, Anton & DiCamilla 1995)

Note that this excerpt contains repetition by both Becky and Mark.
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